USC - Meiji Research Exchange in East Asian Studies

January 24 and 25, 2012
Tuesday 1/24 12:30 to 6:00  Wednesday 1/25 11:00 to 5:30
Social Sciences Building  Room 250  3520 Trousdale Parkway

1/24
12:30-1:30 Welcome, lunch, and introductions

1:30-2:30 Sasaki Ken'ichi  Meiji University
"Social and Political Structure in Sixth-century Japan, Seen from the Perspective of the Tomb Mounds"

2:30-3:30 Kristina Buhrman  USC PhD Candidate
"Towards a Non-textual Tenmonโด: Debates on Comet Forms During the Heian Period"

Break

4:00-5:00 Ito Ujitaka  Meiji University
"The End of Romantic Love in Contemporary Japanese Literature"

5:00-6:00 Anri Yasuda  USC Department of EA Languages and Cultures, Postdoctoral Fellow
"Reflecting the ‘Self’ in Foreign Images: The Shirakaba Writers’ Reception of Post-Impressionism"

1/25
11:00-12:00 Takada Yukio  Meiji University
"Modern Regional Societies in China as Seen in Terms of Education"

12:00-1:00 Brett Sheehan  USC History Department
"The Dongya Corporation and the Occupation Developmental State, 1937-1945"

Lunch

2:00-3:00 Matsuyama Megumi  Meiji University
"The Urban Meiji Restoration—Edo Becomes Tokyo"

3:00-4:00 Clinton Godart  USC History Department
"Ishiwara Kanji, the East-Asia League, and Sh认识到 Utopianism"

4:00-4:30 Break

4:30-5:30 General Discussion